
Keystone Science School 

Earth Science / Geology Curriculum Map 

Essential Questions 

Essential Understandings 

What materials make up the earth? 

Knowledge 
The earth is mostly rock; three-fourths of the earth’s  

surface is covered by a thin layer of water, and the  

entire planet is surrounded by a thin layer of air 

 

The varied materials found on earth are useful to  

humans in different ways and earth materials provide  

many of the resources that humans use 

 

Humans in CO have benefitted from deposits of gold  

and other minerals and have used various mining  

techniques to bring these materials to the surface 

 

Abiotic factors, such as rocks and minerals, affect  

biotic communities 

Activities 

Earth Science Vocabulary Journal Page 

Mineral Samples Activity 

Crystal Cooling Activity 

Breaking Rocks 

Mineral Charades 

Summit County Timeline 

Country Boy Mine Tour 

Snake River Mining Prof Hike 

Geology Scavenger Hunt / GeoBingo 

Mineral EP 

Cookie Mining EP 

Mining and Water Quality EI 

Skills 

The formation, weathering, sedimentation, and reformation of rock 

constitute a continuing rock cycle in which the total amount 

of material stays the same as its forms change 

The Theory of Plate Tectonics states that major geological events,  

such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and mountain building,  

result from the movement of continent and ocean sized lithospheric plates 

How do rocks change form? 

Old rocks at earth’s surface weather, forming 

sediments that are buried, then compacted, heated,  

and often re-crystallized into new rock 

 

New rocks may be brought to the surface by forces  

that drive plate movement 

 

The rock cycle is not a simple circular process; any  

rock can either melt, erode, or become 

metamorphosed and become one of the other two  

types of rock, or change and remain the same type  

of rock 

Earth Science Vocabulary Journal Page 

Rock Cycle Journal Page 

Crystal Cooling Activity 

Rock-to-Rock Story 

Pet Rock Activity / Everybody Needs a Rock 

Back-to-Back Rock Descriptions 

Rockity-Rock-Rock-Rock 

Geologist is Coming 

We Will Rock You Song 

Geology Scavenger Hunt / GeoBingo 

Rock Cycle EP 

How does the Theory of Plate 

Tectonics explain geological events? 
How did the Rocky Mountains form? 

The earth is layered with a lithosphere consisting  

of the crust and solid upper mantle; hot, convecting  

lower mantle called asthenosphere; and dense,  

metallic liquid outer core and solid inner core 

 

The earth’s surface is broken into plates that sit on a 

dense, hot, and somewhat melted layer 

 

The earth’s plates move slowly due to the movement 

of the convecting layer beneath them and sometimes  

press against, pull apart, or scrape past one another 

 

Major geological events occur at plate boundaries 

in observable patterns worldwide 

The RMs have been built up from the convergence of 

plates and the resulting volcanism and have been 

broken down from the forces of weathering and  

erosion by wind, water, and ice several times 

throughout geologic history 

 

Fossils and sedimentary rock layers provide  

evidence of how life and environmental conditions  

on Earth have changed throughout geologic history 

 

Minerals such as gold and silver were deposited in 

the RMs by the movement of hydrothermal fluids 

 

Glaciers carved the landscape into what it is today 

Plate Tectonics Journal Page 

Plate Tectonics Puzzle 

Plate Tectonics Data Maps 

Graham Cracker & PB Plate Boundaries Demo 

Earth as an Apple 

Earth Inside and Out 

Fault Types Boogie 

Eat Your Landform 

Plates In Motion 

Rocky Mountain Melodrama 

Geomorphology Prof Hike 

Eat Your Landform 

Geology Scavenger Hunt / GeoBingo 

Geologic Timeline Activity 

Fluvial Landforms EP 

Identify common rocks and mineral of this region  Diagram the rock cycle   Describe the formation of the Rocky Mountains 

Describe how humans use earth materials  Use Plate Tectonics to explain geological events  Apply and use Scientific Process 


